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OFF-ROAD VEHICLE BACKGROUND
The earliest known off-road vehicle has been attributed to

Adolphe Kegresse, a French military engineer who designed a

half-track vehicle for the Russian Czar between 1906-1916. The

Kegresse track was designed specifically to handle the rougher

terrain in Russia, Asia, and Africa. Some refer to it as the earliest

snowmobile. The off-road vehicle began it's shift during WWII,

when tire tread technology ramped up. The war demanded

lifted vehicles that could handle unpredictable terrain with

rugged tires, larger axels and suspensions. The famous Jeep in

WWII became the staple vehicle during the war, and became

wildly popular when the war winded down. The off-road

vehicle eventually transitioned into commercial and

recreational uses. Today, you will find outdoor enthusiasts

using off-road tech to go skiing, mud-bogging, and having fun

on the Imperial Sand Dunes in Glamis, CA. Watch this YouTube

video made by Mad Labs for more insights on the history of Off-

Road Vehicles: https://youtu.be/u7dOq_ykF5U

CORI OFF-ROAD VEHICLE
Growing up as kids, one of the more engaging

hands-on experiences was building our own

model car kit. Inspired by the younger days of

assembling miniature representations of

automobiles, boats, and planes, the CORI team

wanted to design a similar experience with

our materials. This design project challenges

you to build an intricate CORI off-road vehicle

as a rugged, yet beautiful showcase model for

play and display. 
Fun Facts 

There were 640,000 Jeeps manufactured for World War 2. 
Off-road tire pressure is generally 15-20 psi as compared to 35 psi in
standard stock tires.
The TC 497 Overland Train MK2 is the largest off-road vehicle ever
made at 572 ft long. 
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Build Time

2-3 hrs
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CORI OFF-ROAD VEHICLE
 DESIGN CHALLENGES

Add a custom grille to your model

Add color using paint, crayons, and/or color

pencils.

Accessorize your model with sticker decals

Accessorize your model with other craft

materials to elevate your design

Follow the instructions provided in designing

your model off-road vehicle. Once completed,

we encourage you to get creative with your

model with the following vehicle options:

1.

2.

3.

4.

*3D Printing Challenge: Design a 3D printed

custom part for your off-road vehicle
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Take a picture/selfie or video with

your CORI Off-Road Vehicle

design and share it on #CoriCreate

hashtag. 

GUIDING RESEARCH QUESTIONS
What are the various types of off-road vehicles out there? Name five different versions. 

Describe the main commercial uses of off-road vehicles. 

What features are different about off-road vehicles than your standard car on the road?

Of all the off-road features you have researched, which off-road technology would be

the most important to have when driving in the snow? Why?

FOLLOW UP REFLECTION
QUESTIONS & RESEARCH
What influenced your creative artistic

design on your model?

What is your favorite off-road vehicle? 

What do you predict in the future for off-

road vehicles? 

How would you design an off-road

vehicle to handle the famous Erzberg

Rodeo in Austria?
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